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Part 1, JI,,,,'l (501< • *13- 5 1<) 

L The output ofan FM modulator for the input Signal 5cos(100t) is set) '" lOcos(106t+40sin(lOOt», 
(a) The Instantaneous frequency of set) IS ~ 
(b) The Carson's bandwidth ofs(t) is -----11L 
(c) The power ofs(t) is --.C1l._ 

2. 	 The random process Wet) is defined by W(t) = Xcos(200!Z't+6)-Ysin(500;rt+6)+Z, where X, y 

and Z are zero-mean random variables with standard deviations 10, 8, and 5. Random variable e is 
uniformly distributed over (0, 2rc). All these random variables are independent 

(a) The ensemble average of W(t) is _CiL.
(b) The auto-correlation function of W(t) is ---L~ 

(c) Determine and plot the 1wo-sided power spectral density (PSD) of W(tJ.-12L

3, 	Consider the transmission of messages by using OQPSK (Offset QPSK or Staggered QPSK) modulation 

via an ideal bandpass channel with bandwidth = 50MHz. The channel's noise is AWGN with two-sided 

PSD"" 10,\0 WIIIz. 

(a) If the overall raised cosine channel spectrum is desired to avoid lSI, the transmitted data rate for 


roll-off factor 0. = 25% is __ilL
(b) If transmitted data rate = lOMhps and required bit-error-rate Po is 10-5, the minimum received signal 

power (in dBm) for coherent detection of the OQPSK signals is ~ 

(Note that it is required EI/No'~ 12,6 dB for BFSK signal with coherent detection andPb= 10-5.) 

4, 	A white signal with PSD = -26dBmlHz passes through an ideal LPF of one-sided bandwidth = 10KHz 

The filtered signal is then encoded by a DPCM (Differential PCM) with one-tap linear predictor 

(x(nln -1) '" a· x(n -1), If the sampltng rate R,= 40KHz, the optimum prediction constant a is 

and the corresponding prediction gain is ~ 
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Part 2: (5011") 
1. Consider the signal x(t)::: lOO·sinc(lOOt)cos(2z/oI), wherefo» 100. 

(s) Sketch the spectnJm of>(I). (5%) 
(b) Sketch the spectnJm of X,<I) =X(I) + ft(1), X(1)is the Hilberttransfonn of>(I). (5%) 

(e) Sketch the complcxenvelope 1(/), whcrex,(t) = x(/). e'lr1ol , and also sketch its spectnnn. (5%) 

2. Consider an (n, k) binary code whose parity-check equations arc 

~=~+~+~+~+~+~+~~ ~=~+~+~+~+~+~+~, 

~=~+~+~+~+~+~+~, ~=~+~+~+~+~+~+~. 

where Y=(Uo. ul • uz •...• ~. u,o)is the message vector and vo-v, areparity-checkdigits. 
The codeword is (Vo. VI. Vz. V3, Uo. UJ. U2, U3. lLi, Us. 06, 1.17. Us. llsI. UIO). 
<a) Detenninc n, k. minim1DD distance, error-detecting capability and error-correcting capability of this 

code. (5%) 
(b) Ifmessagcvector is 11= (10100110010), what is the encoded codeword? (5%) 
(c) Ifthe received vector is (01100111000 1001), what is the decoded message? (5%) 

3, The samples of a channel's impulse-response are b.,(~2T) = -0.01, hc(-T) "" 0.1, h.(O) = 1.0, h.,(T) .... 0.2, 
h,(2T)=.0.02,andh,(kT)-Ofork;<.2,·1,0,1.2. 
(a) Detenpine the tap coefficients for a three-tap zero-forcing equalizer. (5%) 
(b) Ifthe eq~izer of(a) is used, detennine the output samples ofthe overall impulse-response which 


combines channel and equalizer. (5%) 


4. State and prove Nyquist's sampling theorem for baseband signals. (10%) 
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